ICEX-Invest in Spain launched 2022 Guide to Business in Spain

Spain attracted 15.66 billion euros in foreign investment up to June: a 53% increase

Danone launches first Spanish IT & Data hub

Innovery acquires Spanish cybersecurity company Open3S

Oracle opens first Spanish cloud region in Madrid

Southern Europe's largest clean room is located in Barcelona

US fund EIG acquires 25% of Repsol's upstream business
EV Cargo acquires 75% of the Chinese Air Express Cargo

Read more

Kao expands Barcelona plant to increase fragrance production in Europe

Read more

HCLTech

HCLTech selected Spain for its strategic program ‘New Frontiers’

Read more

See more news

See success stories

Events

XXII EDICIÓN

CAPCorp / 2022

POWERING CHANGE
towards a new economic model

16-17 NOVIEMBRE
Hotel Rosewood
Villa Magna

Usa el hashtag #CAPCORP2022

CAPCorp / 2022

Madrid / Spain
16 - 17/11/2022

Read more

Event

MIPCOM 2022

Cannes / France
17 - 20/10/2022

Read more
Event
Malaga / Spain
27 - 28/10/2022
VI Inspiring Women Leaders in the Digital Era

See all events

New updates

ALA Corporation acquires 100% of SCP Sintersa capital

Antaisolar opens global R&D centre in Madrid

Morrison & Co buys one-third stake in Lyntia Networks
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